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to further simplify the flight planning process, d2 delta is compatible with navigator. navigator is a
pilot-specific flight planning tool that compiles all the data from your compatible avionics, such as

the ads-b in receiver or the gdl 50 receiver, to give you the shortest routes, the fewest traffic
patterns and the least fuel consumption. along with a comprehensive set of quick reference charts

and a flight planning menu, the navigator route planner provides you with a complete in-flight
planning solution for various mission profiles. you can select the altitude to which you wish to fly, set
fuel burn targets, choose your mission profile, and then press the go button. navigator will calculate
your route, and present all of the data on the garmin connect app, including the preloaded routes
and charts. you can save your favorite route as a new profile for future use. also included in the

package are the garmin pilot app for compatible garmin devices, as well as the compatible garmin
connect online community. the compatible garmin pilot app for compatible garmin devices is your

gateway to a variety of powerful tools, including g-base, d-track, ndb and aviation alerts. garmin pilot
is a complete aviation solution for pilots of all experience levels. the app provides a smartphone-like
interface to your compatible garmin devices, including a heads-up display, allowing you to view and

control all of your compatible garmin flight instruments while remaining focused on the current
flight. you can switch between the fis and flight mode interfaces to tailor your experience to your
preference, and you can also use the garmin pilot app to receive alerts, view weather and track

aircraft performance history.
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garmin pilot is also available as a standalone app. it provides your smartphone with a full aviation
experience, including a heads-up display, an interactive map and an extensive database of training

and flight planning courses. you can use garmin pilot to receive alerts and perform functions directly
from your smartphone. you can also use the compatible garmin connect mobile app to share your

aviation activities with your online community and your fellow pilots. the garmin d2 family of
premium gps aviator watches was the first to put true global flight navigation capability on the wrists

of forward-looking pilots and flying enthusiasts. now, with our d2 delta series, weve brought this
technology to whole new levels of capability and connectivity. with advanced aviation and sport
watch functions, these sleek new designs available in 3 sizes accent your style while helping to

navigate your day. these watches also include handy features such as storage for up to 500 songs
and our garmin pay contactless payment solution. with installation approval available for hundreds

of aircraft models, adding a gtn system to your cockpit is a straightforward, all-bases-covered
proposition. it meets certification requirements for far part 23, 25, 27 and 29 operators and is
approved for installation by multiple aviation authorities, including the faa in the u.s., easa in

canada, tcca in canada and anac in brazil. user familiarization courses are available in person or
online, and self-study options are available via our free downloadable pc trainer or ipad app. and for

worry-free flying, your gtn system comes with an industry-leading 2-year warranty (and optional
flightlevel extended warranty), backed by our award-winning product support team. see your

authorized garmin installation center for more information on scheduling a gtn upgrade for your
aircraft. 5ec8ef588b
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